One means of fitting functions to high-dimensional data is by providing smoothness constraints. Recently, the following smooth function approximation problem was proposed by Herbert-Voss, Hirn, and McCollum (2017) : given a finite set E Ă R d and a function f : E Ñ R, interpolate the given information with a function p f P 9 C 1,1 pR d q (the class of first-order differentiable functions with Lipschitz gradients) such that p f paq " f paq for all a P E, and the value of Lipp∇ p f q is minimal. An algorithm is provided that constructs such an approximating function p f and estimates the optimal Lipschitz constant Lipp∇ p f q in the noiseless setting. We address statistical aspects of reconstructing the approximating function p f from a closelyrelated class C 1,1 pR d q given samples from noisy data. We observe independent and identically distributed samples ypaq " f paq`ξpaq for a P E, where ξpaq is a noise term and the set E Ă R d is fixed and known. We obtain uniform bounds relating the empirical risk and true risk over the class
Introduction
Regression tasks are prevalent throughout statistical learning theory and machine learning. Given n samples in E Ă R d and corresponding values Y " typaqu aPE Ă R, a regression function f : R d Ñ R learns a model for the data pE, Yq that best generalizes to new points x R E. Absent any prior information on x, the best regression function p f , as measured by the squared loss, is obtained by minimizing the 2 empirical risk over a specified function class F,
subject to a regularization penalty. If F is equipped with a norm or semi-norm }¨} F , then the regularized risk can take either the form 
where λ and M are hyper-parameters, and Ω : r0, 8q Ñ R is a monotonically increasing function. In either case, the quality of p f is primarily determined by the functional class F. Recently, numerous state of the art empirical results have been obtained by using neural networks, which generate a functional class F through the architecture of the network. The class F is also often taken as the span of a suitably defined dictionary of functions, or a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) with an appropriate kernel. For example, when Ωp}f } F q " 1 2 }f } 2 F and F is an RKHS, equation (1) leads to the popular kernel ridge regression scheme, which has a closed form solution that is simple to compute.
When F " spanptφ k u k q, the smoothness of p f is determined by the dictionary tφ k u k , or if F is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, the regularity of p f is determined by the kernel. An alternate approach that does not require choice of dictionary or kernel is to specify the smoothness of p f directly, by taking F " 9 C m pR d q or F " 9 C m´1,1 pR d q. (The former class contains the functions continuously differentiable up to order m. The class of 9 C m´1,1 pR d q functions is similar, but it consists of the functions that are differentiable up to order m´1, with the highest-order derivatives having a finite Lipschitz constant.) However, the computational complexity of minimizing the regularized risk over these spaces is generally prohibitive. An exception is the space 9 C 0,1 pR d q, which consists of functions f with finite Lipschitz constant, and for which several regression algorithms exist (von Luxburg and Bousquet, 2004; Beliakov, 2006; Gottlieb et al., 2013; Kyng et al., 2015) .
In recent work, Herbert-Voss, Hirn, and McCollum (2017) provide an efficient algorithm for computing the interpolant p f P 9 C 1,1 pR d q that, given noiseless data pE, Yq, minimizes the Lipschitz constant of the gradient. In this paper we extend the methods of Herbert-Voss et al. (2017) to regularized risk optimizations of the form (2). In particular, we consider the noisy scenario in which the function to be reconstructed is not measured precisely on a finite subset, but instead is measured with some uncertainty.
An outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 1.1, we introduce the function interpolation problem considered by Herbert-Voss et al. (2017) , and summarize the solution in the noiseless case in Section 1.2. Next, we consider the setting where the function is measured under uncertainty, and derive uniform sample complexity bounds on our estimator in Section 2.1. The resulting optimization problem can be solved using an algorithm due to Vaidya (1996) ; we provide details on computing the solution to the regularized risk in Sections 2.2 and 2.4. We implement the estimator and present reconstruction results on simulated data examples in Section 3, supporting our theoretical contributions, and close with a discussion.
Noiseless Function Interpolation Problem
Here we summarize the function approximation problem considered by Herbert-Voss et al. (2017) . First, recall that the Lipschitz constant of an arbitrary function g : R d Ñ R is defined as Lippgq :" sup q. Finally, let 9 C m´1,1 pR d q be the class of pm´1q-times continuously differentiable functions whose derivatives have a finite Lipschitz constant. In the function approximation problem, we are given a finite set of points E Ă R d such that |E| " n, and a function f : E Ñ R specified on E. The 9 C 1,1 pR d q function approximation problem as stated by Herbert-Voss et al. (2017) is to compute an interpolating function p f :
The question of whether one can even reconstruct such an interpolating function was answered by Whitney (1934) . Presume that we also have access to the gradients of f on E, and denote them tD a f u aPE . In the case of 9 C 1,1 pR d q, the polynomials are defined by the specified function and gradient information:
Letting P denote the space of first-order polynomials (i.e., affine functions), the map P : R d Ñ P, a Þ Ñ P a is known as a 1-field. For any f P 9 C 1,1 pR d q, the first order Taylor expansions of f are elements of P, and are known as jets (Fefferman and Klartag, 2009 ), defined as:
Whitney's Extension Theorem for 9 C 1,1 pR d q may be stated as follows:
Theorem 1 (Whitney's Extension Theorem for 9 C 1,1 pR d q). Let E Ă R d be closed and let P : E Ñ P be a 1-field with domain E. If there exists a constant M ă 8 such that (W 0 ) |P a paq´P b paq| ď M |a´b| 2 for all a, b P E, and
paq| ď M |a´b| for all a, b P E, and i P t1, . . . , du, then there exists an extension p f P 9 C 1,1 pR d q such that J a p f " P a for all a P E.
Given a finite set E as in the function interpolation problem, these conditions are automatically satisfied. However, this theorem does not provide a solution for the minimal Lipschitz constant of ∇f . Le Gruyer (2009) provides a solution to both problems, which we discuss next.
1.2 Minimal Value of Lipp∇ p f q Herbert-Voss et al. (2017) define the following norm for when the first-order polynomials are known
and similarly define }f } 9 C 1,1 pEq :" inf
when the gradients tD a f u aPE are unknown, where in both cases the infimum is taken over functions
Presuming we are given the 1-field P : E Ñ P, a Þ Ñ P a , Le Gruyer (2009) defines the functional Γ 1 as:
Given only functions f : E Ñ R, Le Gruyer (2009) also defines the functional Γ 1 in terms of f as
The following theorem is proven by Le Gruyer (2009), which shows that (5) and its equivalent formulation in (6) provides a solution for (3):
Theorem 2 (Le Gruyer). Given a set E Ă R d and a 1-field P : E Ñ P,
An equivalent formulation of (5) which is amenable to implementation is as follows. Consider the following functionals mapping EˆE Ñ r0, 8s: 
whence a naive implementation allows Γ 1 pP ; Eq to be found in Opn 2 q computations. Inspired by Fefferman and Klartag (2009), Herbert-Voss et al. (2017) also construct algorithms which will solve for the order of magnitude of }P } 9 C 1,1 pEq in Opn log nq time, but we omit the details here. Additionally, as a consequence of the proof of Proposition 2.2 of Le Gruyer (2009), equation (5) may alternatively be written as
whereB d pz, rq denotes the closed d-dimensional Euclidean ball centered at z with radius r.
Recall that the gradients tD a f u aPE are typically not known in applications. As a corollary, we have the following convex optimization problem for finding (4), and the minimizing 1-field provides the gradients tD a f u aPE .
Corollary 3. Given a set E Ă R d and a function f : E Ñ R,
Recall that P a pxq " f paq`D a f¨px´aq. The set E Ă R d and the values tf paqu aPE are fixed, so the optimization problem is to solve for the gradients tD a f u aPE that minimize Γ 1 pP ; Eq.
In statistical applications where f paq is observed with uncertainty, one often assumes that we observe typaqu aPE , where ypaq " f paq`ξpaq, and ξpaq is assumed to be independent and identically distributed Gaussian noise for each a P E. Since both the function values and the gradients tf paq, D a f u aPE are unknown, we minimize an empirical squared error loss over the k :" pd`1qn variables defining the 1-field. Given a bound on the 9 C 1,1 pEq seminorm of the unknown 1-field, regression entails solving an optimization problem of the form
This is a convex optimization problem: the objective function of the empirical squared error loss in (8) is convex, as is the constraint set since it is a ball specified by a seminorm. This section proceeds as follows: we begin by analyzing the sample complexity of the function class. These risk bounds establish almost sure convergence of the empirical risk minimizer, and guides the choice of M . Given M , we next appeal to Vaidya's algorithm to solve the resulting optimization problem (8). We then apply the efficient algorithm of Herbert-Voss et al. (2017) to compute the optimal interpolating function.
Sample Complexity and Empirical Risk Minimization
The constant M ą 0 will be chosen via sample complexity arguments. To this end, we derive uniform risk bounds for classes of continuous functions f :
The function classes of interest are defined in terms of C 1,1 -norm balls as
where we are using the norm
We note that in order to derive the uniform risk bounds for the function classes F Ă M
, we require such classes be compact, which necessitates the choice of the C 1,1 pB d q norm in equation (9) as opposed to the 9 C 1,1 pB d q seminorm. With some abuse of notation, in this section we let f˚denote the underlying function from which we observe noisy samples. We observe an i.i.d. sample S " tpx 1 , y 1 q, . . . , px n , y n qu drawn from a probability distribution
Since we are in the regression setting, we use squared error loss
Lpf pxq, yq " pf pxq´yq 2 .
The true risk is defined as the expectation of L over P:
Rpf q " E P rLpf pxq, yqs , and the empirical risk is the expectation over S S , the empirical distribution on the sample S:
In order for the empirical risk minimization procedure to converge to a minimizer of the true risk, we need to bound
Rpf q´Rpf qˇw ith high probability. The most natural way to do so is by expanding the risk and appealing to entropy methods (i.e., covering number bounds) and standard concentration results. Recall that the covering number N pη, G, }¨}q is the minimum number of norm balls of radius η needed to cover a function class G. We briefly discuss how this is useful toward deriving uniform bounds.
Given a class G of bounded functions g :
. . z n u drawn from a probability distribution Q supported on B d , and a vector of i.i.d. Rademacher random variables σ " pσ 1 , . . . , σ n q, the following holds for 0 ă δ ă 1:
where Q T is the empirical distribution on T and
is the Rademacher average conditional on the sample. Sridharan and Srebro (2010) show that
, .
-, where the right-hand side is a modified version of Dudley's entropy integral.
Since we are interested in bounding the risk, we use Lemma 5 to relate the Rademacher complexity of the loss class and the original class. We provide a proof based on three results due to Bartlett and Mendelson (2003) ; these require familiarity with McDiarmid's inequality, stated below in Lemma 4.
Lemma 4 (McDiarmid's inequality, McDiarmid, 1989) . Let X 1 , . . . , X n be independent random variables that take values in a set A. Suppose the function f : A n Ñ R satisfies sup x 1 ,...,xn,x 1 i PAˇf px 1 , . . . , x n q´f px 1 , . . . , x i´1 , x 1 i , x i`1 , . . . , x n qˇˇď c i for every 1 ď i ď n. Then, for t ą 0, P r|f pX 1 , . . . , X n q´Ef pX 1 , . . . , X n q| ě ts ď 2e´2
Then, the following is true for 0 ă δ ă 1:
Proof. In this lemma, we begin by adapting Theorem 8 of Bartlett and Mendelson (2003) to find a bound on the risk that depends on a probabilistic term plus the expectation of the Rademacher average of the class of loss functions. We follow the proof of Lemma 4 of for guidance. We apply the two-sided form of McDiarmid's inequality as we want bounds on the absolute value of Rpf q´p Rpf q, and appeal to Theorems 11 and 12 of Bartlett and Mendelson (2003) to relate the expected Rademacher average of the loss class to the empirical Rademacher average of
be the class of functions consisting of tpx, yq Þ Ñ Lpf pxq, yq´Lp0, yqu.
, the triangle inequality shows thaťˇˇR
McDiarmid's inequality yields more favorable expressions for both terms on the right-hand side as follows. The most that p E n Lp0, yq can change by altering one sample is L max {n. Since E p E n Lp0, yq " ELp0, yq, we have, with probability 1´δ{4,ˇˇE
The most that sup hP r
h´p E n hˇˇcan change with an alteration of one sample is 2L max {n.
Therefore, with probability 1´δ{4,ˇˇˇˇˇs
. . , px 1 n , y 1 n qu be a sample with the same distribution as S. Conditioning on the original sample,
The second line follows by applying Jensen's inequality to sup, which is convex. Note the preceding argument is symmetric in Eh and p E n h. Therefore, E sup hP r
h´p E n hˇˇhas the same upper bound and, with probability 1´δ{2,ˇˇR
Theorem 11 of Bartlett and Mendelson (2003) uses McDiarmid's inequality to bound the difference between the empirical and expected Rademacher averages, but assumes that we are interested in the Rademacher complexity of a class of functions mapping to r´1, 1s. Since
M s, we rederive the analogous result here. The most that one sample affects R n p r L˝F Ă M q is 2L max {n. We have
Thus, with probability 1´δ{2,
The second line follows from part 4 of Theorem 12, which states that, for r
The reasoning from the proof also applies to the empirical Rademacher average, giving R n p r L˝F
L has the same Lipschitz constant as L, we use the notation L L . Finally, with probability at least 1´δ,ˇˇR
Next, the following lemma gives an upper bound on the covering number N pη,
with respect to the supremum norm.
Lemma 6 (adapted from Theorem 2.7.1 of Van Der Vaart and Wellner, 1996) . There exists a constant K depending only on d such that, for every η ą 0,
Proof. Following Van Der Vaart and Wellner (1996) , every f P F Ă M is continuous on the open unit ball B d by assumption, so Taylor's theorem applies everywhere. Fix δ " ε 1{2 ď 1, and take the δ-net of points x 1 , . . . , x m in B d , where the number of points m is less than or equal to the volume of B d times a constant that only depends on d. Then for all vectors k whose sum of entries k :" ř i k i do not exceed 1 (this includes the zero vector and standard basis vectors), define for each f the vector
The vector δ 2´k A k f thus consists of the D k f px i q values discretized on a mesh with grid width δ 2´k .
are such that A k f " A k g for all k, then }f´g} 8 ď Cε for a constant C, implying that for each x there exists an x i such that }x´x i } ď δ. The remainder term in the Taylor expansion pf´gqpxq "
is bounded by the mesh width δ: indeed, we may consider an integral form via the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus:
Dpf´gqpsq ds
where the last line follows from f´g P F Ă M
. Therefore we see that the remainder term |R|9}x´x i } 2 , and we may next substitute the mesh width bounding this quantity:
Thus, there exists C " Cpdq such that the covering number N pC ε , F Ă M , }¨} 8 q is bounded by the number of different matrices tAf u whose rows are the vectors A k f for k such that k ď 1 and f ranges over F Ă M . There are d`1 such vectors. Now, by definition of A k f and using |D k f px i q| ď Ă M for all i the number of values of each element in each row is at most 2 Ă M {δ 2´k`1 ď 2 Ă M δ´2`1. Thus, each column of tAf u has at most p2 Ă M δ´2`1q d`1 values. Note that this already suffices to produce a finite bound. Following Van Der Vaart and Wellner (1996) and applying Taylor's theorem again yields a less crude bound # tAf u ď p2δ´2`1q d`1 C m´1 where C is a constant depending only on d. We may replace δ in this expression by ε 1{2 and m by its upper bound Vol d pB d qε´d {2 , where Vol d p¨q represents the d-dimensional volume. Now, the lemma follows by taking logarithms, bounding logp1{εq by Kp1{εq d{2 , and combining all constant terms into K.
We are now ready to provide risk bounds in the following theorem.
Theorem 7. Suppose we set Ă M :" n 1{p2 r dq , where r d :" max td, 5u, and let F Ă M be the class of functions with C 1,1 -norm bounded above by Ă M .
(i) For 0 ă δ ă 1,
where ε is a monotonically-decreasing function of n for large enough n and lim nÑ8 ε " 0.
(ii)
is a sequence of function classes with increasing C 1,1 -norm. We set the rate Ă M :" n 1{p2 r dq , where r d :" max td, 5u, so that f˚is a candidate for large enough n. We aim to use Lemma 5 to prove the desired probability statement, but our loss function is unbounded since Y can be arbitrarily large. To circumvent this, we also let the maximum value of ty i u increase with n; samples violating this condition are part of the error probability. Write y " f˚pxq`ξ, where ξ " N p0, σ 2 q. We condition on the event H :"
. Theorem 7.1 of Ledoux (2005) gives the following bound for suprema of Gaussian processes:
The following is well-known (Boucheron, Lugosi, and Massart, 2013 ):
Thus, P pHq ą 1´e´n
Since the loss function is bounded after conditioning on H, we can compute:
:" r L max .
We also find the Lipschitz constant as follows, where
This implies:
Next, we bound the Rademacher complexity using the entropy integral:
-.
The second inequality is standard, and the third is from substituting the covering number bound from Lemma 6. The integral is different for d ‰ 4 and d " 4. In the first case,
-, and the infimum is achieved at γ "
which is minimized at γ " 3 ? K Ă M n´1 {2 . Substituting in γ and Ă M gives us
Each term goes to zero, so lim nÑ8 ε " 0. Additionally, Bε{Bn " O´´n´p
If n is sufficiently large, Bε{Bn ă 0, and ε is decreasing in n. Finally, applying Lemma 5 yields the first part of the theorem.
To strengthen the result to almost-sure convergence, we appeal to the Borel-Cantelli lemma. It is enough to show that
where ε 1 ą 0 is an arbitrary, fixed value. The second series converges by comparison with the integral
Each term in the first series is bounded above by min t1, δu, with
. For a given ε 1 , a solution does not exist if n is too small. When n is large enough, we have the following:
-
Asymptotically, log r δ " O´´n 1´4{ r d¯. Furthermore, its derivative is O´´n´4 { r d¯, so r δ is decreasing for large n. Since
* , the integral test shows the tail of ř n r δ is finite, proving
Finally, the following theorem establishes almost sure convergence of the empirical risk minimizer.
Theorem 8. Let X " P X , where P X has density p on B d such that 0 ă c ď inf x p for some constant c. Let f˚be the true regression function in that observations follow S Y |X " N pf˚pXq, σ 2 q. Suppose we set Ă M :" n 1{p2 r dq , where r d :" max td, 5u, and let p f P F Ă M be the empirical risk minimizer.
where β is a monotonically-decreasing function of n for large enough n and lim nÑ8 β " 0.
Proof. We again condition on the event H :"
. However, we now set Ă M :" n 1{p16 r d 2 q . The conclusions of Theorem 7 still hold with the appropriate modifications made to any constants depending on Ă M . To relate the uniform risk bound to the difference between p f and f˚, we start by decomposing the risk. With probability at least p1´δqp1´e´n
q over the sample,
Combining this with Chebyshev's inequality, we have
for α ą 0. In other words, p f lies within a tube of radius α, except on a set A Ă B d such that P X pAq ă 2εα´2.
Let h :" sup xPAˇp f´f˚ˇˇ´α. Because p f and f˚are Lipschitz, h is constrained by the inequality
where x is on the boundary of A, and r is the inradius of A. This implies that h ď Ă M r. We can maximize this by taking A to be the d´dimensional ball of radius
where c is a constant bounding the density p away from zero. This shows
Now, defining β :" Ă M r r`α gives the first part of the theorem.
Almost-sure convergence follows from a similar argument as part (ii) of Theorem 7. It suffices to show that, for arbitrary β 1 ą 0,
where we have already shown convergence of the second series. Let
e the solution when setting β 1 " Ă M r r`α and solving for ε. For fixed β 1 and large n, there is a corresponding ε 1 ą 0. Note that ε 1 is not fixed, but decreasing in n. In fact, ε 1 " O´n´p
is an upper bound for the tail of the first series. Observe that log´r δ{8¯" O´´n 
* is enough to give almost-sure uniform convergence of the empirical risk minimizer.
Vaidya's Algorithm
Given the value of M , it remains to solve the optimization problem (8). This is a convex program over a set that is not a polytope, and can be solved using interior point methods with a barrier function constructed for the 9 C 1,1 pEq seminorm constraint. However, such methods would have no guarantees on the convergence time without deriving properties of the barrier such as selfconcordance (Nesterov and Nemirovskii, 1994) , a topic we leave open for future study. Instead, we detail a solution by way of Vaidya's algorithm (Vaidya, 1996) , making use of a slight modification of an efficient implementation provided by Anstreicher (1997). Vaidya's algorithm is a cutting-plane method which seeks a feasible point in an arbitrary convex set K Ă S 0 :" x P R k | }x} 8 ď ρ ( (note that Anstreicher (1997) assumes ρ " 1). The set K is specified by a separation oracle: given a point y P R k , the oracle either certifies that y P K, or returns a separating hyperplane between y and K (i.e., a vector w such that K Ă tx | w¨px´yq ď 0u). The algorithm initializes with an interior point x 0 " 0 and polytope S 0 , and maintains a polytope S t Ą K and an interior point x t of S t at each iteration t, where S t is defined via the separation oracle. At each iteration t, a constraint is either added or deleted, and the polytope S t is specified by no more than 201k constraints throughout the algorithm. One of the strengths of Vaidya's algorithm is that it comes with complexity guarantees: that after T " OpkpL`log ρqq calls to the separation oracle, we have
where L " Ωplog kq is a user-specified constant. Thus, the algorithm certifies that if no feasible point is found within T iterations, the volume of K is less than that of a k-dimensional ball of radius 2´L. We remark that the value of T in our case (of ρ ‰ 1 in general) is easily determined via an argument along the lines of Lemma 3.1 of Anstreicher (1997) , and is given as
where ε " 0.005 and τ " .007 are parameters of the algorithm, and ∆V " 0.00037. The algorithm uses a total of OpkpL`log ρqξ`k 4 pL`log ρqq operations using standard linear algebra, where ξ is the cost of evaluating the separation oracle. The feasibility algorithm may be applied to minimize an arbitrary convex function gp¨q as follows. The minimization problem is essentially a feasibility problem in which we seek a point p x in the set K X tx | gpxq´gpx ‹ q ď γu, where γ ą 0 is an error tolerance and x ‹ is any minimizer of g on K. If we find a point y P K, we instead use the oracle specified by any subgradient w P Bgpyq to localize an optimal solution. If 0 P Bgpyq, then y is an optimal point, and we are done. Otherwise, we use the hyperplane tx | w¨px´yq ď 0u within which the set tx | gpxq ď gpyqu is contained, and proceed as in the feasibility case. If an optimal x ‹ was not found in T iterations, we find an approximate solution as follows. Let T Ă t1, 2, . . . , T u denote the steps for which an x t P K was found, after T iterations we return
Note that gpx ‹ q is not known, so we cannot directly evaluate whether any estimate p x T P K satisfies the error tolerance. However, given information on the geometry of K and on the objective function, we may choose T to guarantee that this is the case. Fix x ‹ to be any optimal solution, and define K ε px ‹ q :" x ‹`ε pK´x ‹ q which contains the points in K in a small neighborhood around x ‹ . Now let x ‹ ε denote the worst possible x P K ε px ‹ q in terms of having the largest value of g over all possible optimal solutions x ‹ . Nemirovski (1995) defines an ε-solution to be any x P K such that gpxq ď gpx ‹ ε q, and provides the following theorem.
Theorem 9. Assume that after T steps the method has not terminated with an optimal solution. Then given that T ‰ H, any solution p x T of equation (11) is an ε-solution for any ε such that
If the function g is convex and continuous on K, then any ε-solution x satisfies
Before finding the requisite number of iterations T , let us first derive the separation oracles, starting with the oracle for K 1 pM q :"
. Presume at the current step of the algorithm, we have a set of function values and gradients tf paq, D a f u aPE . which generate a candidate 1-field P . By Theorem 2 and equation (6), we may find the a, b P E, a ‰ b such that Γ 1 pP ; Eq " }P } 9 C 1,1 pEq in npn´1q{2 operations. Thus, to determine whether the 1-field at the current step is contained in the constraint set, we simply check if }P } 9 C 1,1 pEq ď M . Otherwise, we must return a separating hyperplane in the space of 1-fields. Let a ‹ , b ‹ P E, a ‹ ‰ b ‹ be any elements of E that solve (7), with a ‹ denoting the first element of E in the numerator of (7). Specifying the separating hyperplane requires finding the x P R d that solves (7), that is, x P R d such that
Equation (12) is a nonlinear fractional program, and is equivalent to minimizing the ratio
where N pxq " |a ‹´x | 2`| b ‹´x | 2 and Dpxq " 2pP a ‹ pxq´P b ‹ pxqq ą 0. Here, we additionally know that the minimizer of (13) attains the optimal value 1{Γ 1 pP ; Eq due to equation (6). Jagannathan (1966) and Dinkelbach (1967) showed that for N pxq continuous, Dpxq ą 0 continuous, the solution to min xPX Rpxq over a compact subset X Ă R d is z P X if and only if z P X is also an optimal solution for min xPX N pxq´RpzqDpxq.
Plugging in the optimal value Rpyq " 1{Γ 1 pP ; Eq yields the minimization
Thus finding the x which solves (12) amounts to minimizing a convex quadratic in x. The solution is
The separation oracle for feasibility is thus specified as follows. For a candidate 1-field P , if }P } 9 C 1,1 pEq ď M , then certify that P is a feasible 1-field. Otherwise, separate all other 1-fields
The separation oracle for K 1 pM q is thus equivalent to using the vector
and the scalar u a ‹ ,b ‹ " Γ 1 pP ; Eq`|a ‹´z | 2`| b ‹´z | 2˘t o define the hyperplane
Appropriately padding w a ‹ ,b ‹ and v with zeros over the remaining possible choices of a, b thus defines a k-dimensional separating hyperplane, and this separating hyperplane is constructed in Opn 2`d q operations.
Note that the objective function in (8) is equivalent to
To construct the separation oracle for K 2 pγq :" tP | gpP q´gpP ‹ q ď γu, taking the gradient with respect to f , we have w " 2 n pf´yq. Thus, given a current feasible field P with function values f , the separating hyperplane is specified as
where u " w¨f . Suitably concatenating w and r f with zeros to form vectors in R k thus specifies the separation oracle for K 2 pγq, and requires Opnq operations to evaluate. Now, to find the requisite number of iterations T to find a feasible point in K 1 pM q X K 2 pγq, we sandwich the set K 1 pM q with Euclidean balls. The next result characterizes the Euclidean ball inside K 1 pM q.
Lemma 10. Assume |a´b| ě r ą 0 for all a, b P E, a ‰ b. Then
Proof. Let P " tf paq, D a f u aPE be any 1-field, and assume that
for all a P E, so P is represented by a vector in pρ ? nqB k . Note that the numerator of (7) may be written as
Thus,
where we have used the fact that x PB d´a`b 2 , |a´b| 2¯i n (7). The denominator is minimized at x " a`b 2 with minimal value |a´b| 2 {2. Thus
We now derive a bounding ball for K 1 pM q which indicates the value of ρ to use in Vaidya's algorithm.
Lemma 11. Assume E is an ε´net of B d , the unit ball in R d , where ε ă 1{10. Suppose for all distinct a, b P E, |a´b| ą r. Then
Proof. Let ś f denote the projection of any subspace of R k onto the n-dimensional subspace corresponding to D a f " 0 for all a P E. If y P ś f K 1 pM q, then an optimal solution is given by typaq, 0u aPE . Thus we may presume that y R ś f K 1 pM q, whence |f | ď |y|.
To bound |D a f | given a P E, note that by equation (7) we have
By the conditions of the lemma, given a, there exist b P Ez tau such that |D a f¨pb´aq| ě |Daf ||pb 1´a q| 10 .
It follows that
We arrive at the number of iterations required such that gpP q´gpP ‹ q ď γ.
Theorem 12. Let γ ą 0 be an error tolerance parameter, let P ‹ be any optimal solution to (8), and assume 0 ă r ď |a´b| ď R for all a, b P E. Applying Vaidya's algorithm for minimization as in (11) using the separation oracles specified in (14) and (15) yields an approximate solution p
where we choose
with ρ 1 as stated in lemma 10 and T is given in equation (10) using ρ " ρ 2 from lemma 11.
Proof. Recall that if y P ś f K 1 pM q, then an optimal 1-field is returned without calling Vaidya's algorithm via typaq, 0u aPE . Thus we may presume that |f | ď |y| on ś f K 1 pM q. Thus
for any P P K 1 pM q. Thus we set ε " nγ 4|y| 2 , and apply theorem 9. From lemma 10, we have that
from which the statement results.
Constraining the
In the previous section, we showed how to use Vaidya's algorithm to solve the optimization problem (8) that is central to this paper. Before we use the output 1-field to actually construct the interpolant, we need to show that the risk bounds derived in Section 2.1 apply to our optimization scheme. The only potential conflict is that our solution to (8) involves constraining the 9 C 1,1 -seminorm of functions defined on a discrete set E Ă R d ; however, the risk bounds given in Section 2.1 are based on the overall C 1,1 -norm of functions defined on the unit ball B d Ă R d (the overall norm is the maximum of the 9 C 1,1 -seminorm, the Euclidean norm of the gradient, and the absolute value of the function values). In this section, we show that as long as the sample size is large enough, the 9 C 1,1 -seminorm }¨} 9 C 1,1 pEq determines the C 1,1 -norm }¨} C 1,1 pB d q in our setup with high probability.
Recall that for a finite set of points E P R d and a function f : E Ñ R, norms and seminorms of f are defined in terms of their analogues for continuous-domain extensions of f . Specifically,
}∇ r f pxq} | r f paq " f paq for all a P E * , where r f P C 1´Bd¯, and
Clearly, }f } C 0 pEq only depends on the specified values of f on E. Kirszbraun's Theorem states that the C 1 -norm is also completely determined by these values; }f } C 1 pEq is equal to the maximum slope between pairs of points in E.
The main results we wish to establish are Theorem 13 (including two intermediate lemmas) and Theorem 16. Let f˚be the true function that appears in the generative process. Let }f˚} C 1,1 pB d q ď M˚. Let a set X containing n random points be chosen i.i.d from P, which we assume has a density ρpxq with respect to the Lebesgue measure on B d and a minimum density ρ min . Let y i " f˚px i q`ξ i , where x i P X 0 and ξ i is a Gaussian with mean 0 and variance σ 2 that is independent of all the other ξ j . Set Ă M :" n 1{p2 r dq , where r d :" max td, 5u. We will denote in this section by C d constants depending only on d. Suppose we project y onto the set of all functions f such that }f } 9 C 1,1 pXq ď Ă M . In Theorem 13, we prove for a large-enough sample that the C 0 pXq-and C 1 pXq-norms of the projection are less than Ă M {2. Furthermore, in Theorem 16 we show that the extension of this projection to the unit ball has C 1,1 pB d q-norm no more than Ă M . This is enough to show that the sample complexity results are compatible with the construction of the interpolant in Sections 2.2 and 2.4.
Theorem 13. Let K Ď L 2 pXq be the closed convex set of all functions f such that
Let h be the projection of y onto K with respect to the Hilbert space L 2 pXq. Then when n is sufficiently large, with probability at least 1´expp´n 1{100 q,
Proof. Let the unit cube l be covered (up to a set of measure 0) by open cubes l i centered on the lattice δ 1 Z d and having side length δ 1 . We will prove the result by comparing the functions in K to piecewise affine functions defined on the l i . The error between f P K and the piecewise affine approximation is dependent on }f } C 1,1 and is arbitrarily small for large enough n by an appropriate choice of δ 1 . First, let us focus on one subcube l 0 contained entirely in B d . Let X 0 " l 0 X X consist of n 0 points, where
i.e., n 0 is a binomial random variable corresponding the the number of heads in n tosses of a coin whose probability of coming up heads is ş l 0 ρpxqdx. It is easy to show that n 0 is bounded below with high probability. Note that
This implies that for δ 2 P p0, 1q, Prn 0 ą p1´δ 2 qErn 0 ss ě 1´expp´δ by the Chernoff bound.
Let affpX 0 q denote the space of functions y : X 0 Ñ R that have the form y " v¨x`c, where v P R d and c P R are independent of x. Similarly, let affpl 0 q denote the space of functions y : l 0 Ñ R that have the form y " v¨x`c, where v P R d and c P R are independent of x. Given a function g : X 0 Ñ R, let
Now, let µ 0 denote the measure P| l 0 n. Given a function g :
The following lemma relates these two norms for affine functions.
Lemma 14. With probability at least 1´Cd 2 expp´cd´4n 0 q,
Proof. Let ta 1 , . . . , a d u be an L 2 pµ 0 q´orthonormal basis. Then, by the Chernoff bound, we have
The Lemma follows from the union bound.
Let X j :" l j X X. Let f lin,j be a function in affpX j q for which
f lin,j is also the projection of y| X j onto affpX j q, denoted Proj L 2 pX j q py, affpX j qq, where the projection is with respect to the Hilbert space L 2 pX j q. Let aff δ 1 pXq denote the space of functions from X to R that are affine restricted to each piece l j . Let f lin be a function consisting piecewise of all the f lin,j , i.e., a function in aff δ 1 pXq for which
In the next lemma, we show that f lin is very close to f˚for large n.
Lemma 15. Choose n´1 {p1`dq ă δ 1 ă n´1 {p100dq as a function of n. For large n the following is true with probability at least 1´expp´n 1{p100dq q:
1.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let the origin be shifted to the center of l 0 . Then, given a function f P affpl 0 q, it can be uniquely expressed as f " c`f 1`¨¨¨`fd , where c is a constant, f i pxq " v i¨x and v i is a scalar multiple of e i , the i th canonical basis vector. By Taylor's Theorem, f˚has an affine approximation g lin,0 such that, for all x i P X 0 , |g lin,0 px i qf˚p x i q| ă ε 1 , where ε 1 :" C d M˚δ 2 1 . If n is large, δ 1 is small, so we can assume that ε 1 ă 1. By the triangle inequality,
The first term on the right-hand side is clearly bounded as
with high probability. By Lemma 14, with probability at least
Let µ u denote the uniform measure on l having Radon-Nikodym derivative nρ min with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Let µ u,0 be the restriction of µ u to l 0 . Thus, for f P affpl 0 q,
Therefore, with probability at least 1´δ´d
Rearranging, we see that the statement of the lemma holds.
Let us summarize the situation we are in in slightly more general terms. We are working in a Hilbert space H with norm |¨| and dimension n " 1. Suppose K is a closed symmetric convex subset of H and A is a linear subspace of dimension s d. For r x P H, let Proj H pr x, Aq denote the projection of r x onto A and Proj H pr x, Kq denote the projection of r x onto K. Abbreviate these as Π A pr xq and Π K pr xq, respectively. Let ∆ 0 :" sup r xPK |r x´Π A pr xq|. For our purposes, H is L 2 pXq and has norm p1{ ? nq}¨} L 2 pXq (abbreviated as |¨|). A is aff δ 1 pXq, and K is the set of all functions f such that }f } 9
Let f˚P K, and let ξ be a multivariate normal random variable taking values in H whose density at r ξ with respect to the Lebesgue measure is p2πσ 2 q n{2 expp´| r ξ| 2 {2σ 2 q.
Let y " f˚`ξ. We want to show that |Π K pyq´f˚| is negligible compared to |f˚|. Then, we will show that this fact, together with the bound on the 9 C 1,1 -seminorm, implies bounded C 0 -and
By the triangle inequality,
By Lemma 15 (2) we have |f˚´Π A pyq| ă C d M˚δ 2 1 . Let us examine |Π A pyq´Π K pyq|, or rather its square.
When n is sufficiently large, with probability at least 1´exppn 1{p100q q, we see that
This can be further bounded above by
We then use the weighted A.M -G.M inequality with a choice of δ 1 " pσ{p6 Ă M nqq 1{pd`2q to ensure equality, to get
Substituting Ă M " n 1{p2 maxpd,5qq ă n 1{p2dq , we see that the last expression can be bounded above by
which is smaller than Op|f˚|q " Op1q as desired. Let r h " pΠ K yq{ Ă M and Ă f˚" f˚{ Ă M . By the preceding discussion, | r h| " OpˇˇĂ f˚ˇˇq ď Opn´1 {p2dq q.
To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that if r h P L 2 pXq satisfies | r h| ď Opn´1 {p2d(assuming d ě 1) and } r h} 9 C 1,1 pXq ď 1, then maxp} r h} C 0 pXq , } r h} C 1 pXď 1{2.
We shall first show that } r h} C 1 pXq ď 1{2. Indeed, suppose
Then, by Kirszbraun's Theorem, there exist two points a, b P X such that 2| r hpaq´r hpbq| ą |a´b|.
However, by LeGruyer's Theorem for 9 C 1,1 , } r h} 9 C 1,1 pXq ď 1 implies that there exists a 1-field P on X agreeing with r h : X Ñ R such that
Either |a´b| ď 1{2 or } r h} C 0 pXq ą 1{8. Suppose the former. Then,
Let r B d Ď B d be a ball of radius 1{10 containing b. Let r n be the number of points in r B d satisfying |P b pxq| ą 1{100. Because |∇P b | ě 1{4, there is at least a small ball where this holds regardless of the value of r hpbq. The VC dimension d vc of the space of indicators of d´dimensional balls in R d is known to be less than or equal to d`2. The VC inequality states that Pr|r n´Er n| ă εs ą 1´8 ř dvc k"0`n k˘e´n ε 2 {32 . The expected value of r n is C d n, and ř dvc k"0`n k˘ď pne{d vc q dvc ; therefore, for large enough n and ε small with respect to Er n, Prr n ą C d ns ě 1´C d n dvc e´C d n ě 1´expp´n 1{100 q. This implies that | r h| ą C d , which contradicts | r h| ď Opn´1 {p2dq q. Now, suppose } r h} C 0 pXq ą 1{8.
Let b be a point where | r hpbq| ą 1{8; without loss of generality, assume r hpbq ą 1{8. Let r B d Ď B d be defined as before as a ball of radius 1{10 containing b. Let r n be the number of points in r B d satisfying |P b pxq| ą 1{10. Because tx : |P b pxq| ą 1{10u is a union of two halfspaces H`" tx : P b pxq ą 1{10u and H´" tx : P b pxq ă´1{10u whose distance from each other is 1{p5}∇P b }q, and such that the distance of BH`from b is 1{p40}∇P b }q. Either 1{p5}∇P b }q ă 1{20, and consequently, Vol d p r B d X tH`Y H´uq ą C d or 1{p40}∇P b }q ě 1{160, which implies that Vol d p r B d X tH`Y H´uq ą C d . In either case by the bound on the VC dimensions of sublevel sets of quadratic functions (of 2d`1), it follows by the VC inequality that Prr n ą C d ns ě 1´expp´n 1{100 q. This implies that | r h| ą C d , which contradicts | r h| ď Opn´1 {p2dq q.
Theorem 16. Let } r h} 9 C 1,1 pXq ď 1 and maxp} r h} C 1 pXq , } r h} C 0 pXď 1{2. Then, with probability at least 1´expp´n 1{100 q any minimal 9 C 1,1 pB d q-norm extension f of r h to the unit ball satisfies expected, the empirical risk minimizer p f visually appears to better match the underlying function f as n increases. Figure 3 fixes n " 84 and plots p f for increasing values of the noise standard deviation. While for large noise (σ " 0.5) the empirical risk minimizer p f deviates noticeably from f , for lower noise values (σ ď 0.25), p f is a stable approximation of f . f computed from noisy data with σ " 2´j for j " 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, respectively, and for n " 84 samples.
Discussion
In this paper, we extend the function interpolation problem considered by Herbert-Voss et al. (2017) to the regression setting, where function values f paq are observed with uncertainty over finite a P E. We impose smoothness on the approximating function by considering regression solutions in the class of C 1,1 pR d q functions. Minimizing the risk over this function class is computationally tractable optimization problem, requiring Oppd`1q 2 n 2 q calls to a separation oracle using Vaidya's algorithm. We present a separating hyperplane that requires Opn 2 q operations, and given the output of Vaidya's algorithm, reconstruct the interpolant using efficient implementations of Wells' construction proposed by Herbert-Voss et al. (2017) .
We derive uniform bounds relating the empirical risk of the regression solution to the true risk using empirical processes methods. The covering number of the class of C 1,1 pR d q functions is known and can be used to derive the covering number of Lipschitz loss classes. Our loss class is unbounded, but by conditioning on a suitable bound that increases with n, we obtain high probability bounds. As a consequence of the uniform risk bounds, almost sure convergence of the empirical risk minimizer is also guaranteed. These theoretical contributions are supported by numerical results via simulation.
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